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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement accurately reflects the interaction of stages
within a request set?
A. Stagesrun either sequentially or in parallel, whereas
requests run in parallel within each stage.The request set is
completed whenall stages have been executed.
B. Stages run either sequentially orin parallel, and requests
can run in parallelor sequentially withineach stage. The
request set completes when a stage completes without any linked
stage forthecompletion status.

C. Stages run sequentially whereas requests run in parallel
within each stage.The requestset completeswhen a stage
completeswithoutany linked stage for the completion status.
D. Stages run sequentially whereasrequests canrun in parallel
or sequentially within eachstage.The request set completes when
all stages have been executed.
E. Stages run sequentially whereas requests can run in parallel
or sequentially within eachstage. The request set completes
when a stage completes without any linked stage for
thecompletionstatus.
F. Stagesrun either sequentially or in parallel, whereas
requests run in parallel within eachstage.The request set
completes when a stage completes without any linked stage for
the completionstatus.
Answer: C
Explanation:
By defining request sets, you can submit the same set of
requests regularly using a single transaction. Request sets are
divided into one or more "stages" which are linked to determine
the sequence in which your requests are run. Each stage
consists of one or more requests that you want to run in
parallel (at the same time in any order).
The concurrent manager allows only one stage in a request set
to run at a time (not B, E, F).
A stage is not considered to be complete until all of the
requests in the stage are complete. (not A)
Reference: Defining Request Sets

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following attacks are computer threats that try to
exploit computer application vulnerabilities that are unknown
to others or undisclosed to the software developer? Each
correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that
apply.
A. Spoofing
B. Zero-day
C. Buffer overflow
D. Zero-hour
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
A zero-day attack, also known as zero-hour attack, is a
computer threat that tries to exploit computer application
vulnerabilities which are unknown to others, undisclosed to the
software vendor, or for which no security fix is available.
Zero-day exploits (actual code that can use a security hole to
carry out an attack) are used or shared by attackers before the
software vendor knows about the vulnerability. User awareness
training is the most effective technique to mitigate such
attacks. Answer option C is incorrect. Spoofing is a technique
that makes a transmission appear to have come from an authentic
source by forging the IP address, email address, caller ID,

etc. In IP spoofing, a hacker modifies packet headers by using
someone else's IP address to hide his identity. However,
spoofing cannot be used while surfing the Internet, chatting
on-line, etc. because forging the source IP address causes the
responses to be misdirected. Answer option A is incorrect.
Buffer overflow is a condition in which an application receives
more data than it is configured to accept. This usually occurs
due to programming errors in the application. Buffer overflow
can terminate or crash the application.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a long-running project, both approval and rejected changes
have been managed successfully via the change control process..
But lately, the change control board (CCB) has been slow to
process change requests.
Therefore, due to time constraints, some changes are being
evaluated by team members instead of following the process, and
this trend is increasing.
What should be done to avoid scope creep?
A. Escalate the issue to the program manager.
B. Ask the project sponsor to escalate the issue with the CCB
to the project management office (PMO).
C. Address and correct the issue with the CCB.
D. Reject new changes, as time constraints are important, and
the risk of scope creep is high.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A small-business customer is focusing on consolidation and
visualization of their single-site data
center. They are considering purchasing an HP MSA 2040 as their
first entry-level SAN array.
Which additional HP product should you recommend to this
customer to attach to the MSA?
A. HP ProLiant server
B. HP SAN Director switch
C. HP BladeSystem enclosure
D. HP 3PAR StoreServ system
Answer: D
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